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Abstract (en)
[Problem to be solved] There is provided a compound needle for a flatbed knitting machine with no need to strongly fix a joining part as a slider
in post-process operations. [Solution] An upper joining part (11c) of a base body (11) shown in (a) is joined to lower joining parts (12c, 13c) of the
blades (12, 13) to form a joining part (15) shown in (b). Concave parts (12d, 13d) are respectively provided with narrowing parts (12e, 13e) in which
the width between side walls is narrower than the width of an opening, and a convex part (11e) is provided with a widening part (11g) having the
wider width than that of the narrowing parts (12e, 13e). The concave parts (12d, 13d) are elastically deformed midway through the insertion in the
vertical direction, and the widening part (11g) is allowed to pass through the narrowing parts (12e, 13e). Thus, it is possible to join the two blades
(12, 13) to the base body (11) as similar to the snap fitting of synthetic resin products. A groove (11d) provided at the tip end of the convex part (11e)
sandwiches the blades (12, 13) below the concave parts (12e, 13e), so that it is possible to prevent the blades (12, 13) from coming off in the plate
thickness direction.
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